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SPIRAL CONING MANOEUVRE FOR IN-ORBIT LOW THRUST
CHARACTERISATION IN CUBESATS

A. Macario-Rojasa,∗, K. L. Smitha

aSchool of Mechanical Aerospace and Civil Engineering
The University of Manchester

M13 9PL, United Kingdom

Abstract

The ability to accurately measure the level of thrust during in-orbit operations is fundamental to the characterisation of emerging
propulsion systems for nanosatellites. Many new CubeSat missions use propulsion systems with thrust levels in the order of
few micro-Newtons. Whilst laboratory sensing resources are able to resolve such low thrust values, in complementary in-orbit
characterisation are limited and in the main not compatible with the standard CubeSat mission. Additionally, typical in-orbit
assessment of micro-thrust is generally carried out through body angular speed changes, the effectiveness of which is drastically
reduced when external perturbations and sensor noise approach or exceed the thruster action on the CubeSat. This investigation
sets out to improve in-orbit micro-thrust characterisation via changes in body angular velocity periodicity due to off-centred thrust
action in nearly axisymmetric CubeSats. Unlike traditional methods that rely on determining angular acceleration this method
employs a frequency analysis of the transversal component of the angular velocity signal with the aim of reducing measurement
error. Numerical simulations support the feasibility and adequacy of the proposed low-thrust gauging method, particularly for weak
and noisy sensor signals. The robustness of the method allows for interchangeable analysed signal and enables the use of simple
commercial-off-the-shelf rate sensors in fine micro-thrust characterisation.

Keywords: CubeSat, Thrust characterisation, Manoeuvre

1. Introduction

A major breakthrough in the CubeSat standard development
and applicability is the inclusion of functional propulsion sys-
tems that enable autonomous and controllable satellite dynam-
ics. Adequate thrust characterisation is fundamental in the de-
velopment, improvement, and optimization of propulsion tech-
nologies, however it is far from being a trivial task. In gen-
eral, there exists a wide variety of space propulsion technolo-
gies developed to meet specific application requirements [16].
The selection of the propulsion system technology is often dic-
tated by the delivered thrust level and working performance un-
der the objective mission and environmental conditions. Thus,
a method to correlate thrust level and input parameters, to
identify performance dependancy on external factors with suf-
ficient precision, is required for optimal employment of any
kind of propulsion system. Thrust characterisation is an ar-
duous task that commonly involves the identification of the
thrust vector, beam or jet divergence, plume structure, transient
and steady-state responses, vibration modes, thermal ranges,
electrostatic charging, ambient effects, and supply dependen-
cies amongst other factors. The role of relevant parameters in-
volved in the thruster performance can be estimated by using
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direct thrust measurements or by assessing features associated
to the thrust. However, whenever possible, direct thrust mea-
surement is universally preferred [17, 21]. Various characteri-
sation methods have been devised in line with the thrust level
of the systems. Whilst some aspects of high levels of thrust
are easily measured, low thrust features are often barely no-
ticeable even for high accuracy state-of-the-art measuring ap-
paratuses. Thrust characterisation under laboratory conditions
is commonly carried out using static test rigs, pendulum bal-
ances, torsion balances, and time-of-flight mass spectrometry.
Additionally propulsion system characterisation tests for in-
space operation are generally performed in vacuum environ-
ment adding complexity to the tests design, qualification, and
implementation.

Reduced dynamic noise generation and fine throttle control
capability in the range of mN to µN [5, 38] are frequently con-
sidered to be of paramount importance in satellite propulsion
system requirements. These considerations clearly reduce the
margin of possible laboratory test conditions to a few constrin-
gent scenarios. In some cases, higher vacuum level require-
ments as well as propellant reactivity concerns add to the com-
plexity of the characterisation [5]. For propulsion systems in the
order of µN, the characterisation can be particularly difficult be-
cause factors such as the weight of the thruster, stiffness of the
feed and supply elements, ambient noise, thermal deformation,
electrostatic and electromagnetic forces, and vacuum pump vi-
brations, are generally of higher magnitude than the thrust level
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itself overwhelming its action [5, 17, 42]. Another relevant as-
pect of these sort of laboratory tests is that in the absence of a
dominant damping medium, primarily air, the start-up transient
responses are long lasting. Despite all the above, current gaug-
ing technologies are able to resolve thrust values of few tens
of nN for specific thruster characteristics [25]. However, im-
portant aspects of the ultimate operational environment (outer
space) for satellite propulsion systems, have not been success-
fully reproduced in laboratory conditions. This makes supple-
menting laboratory data with in-orbit characterisation specially
for low-thrust systems desirable [31].

CubeSats represent the current frontier of propulsion minia-
turisation in space applications. Ongoing efforts are directed to-
wards developing, testing, and characterising suitable systems
for CubeSats. Current capabilities of nanosatellite propulsion
systems range from tenths of N to few µN as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Detailed information is reported in Table 2 in the appendix sec-
tion.
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Figure 1: Log-log plot of reported propulsion systems in CubeSats for various
size factors (inside the parentheses) thus far. The value of Isp is proportional
to the efficiency of propellant mass consumption in the production of thrust for
a given propulsion system. This investigation focuses on T values around µN
encompassing current high Isp engines and the throttle range of other thruster
technologies.

Although propulsion system operational characteristics may
be varied amongst technologies, general in-orbit thrust charac-
terisation in CubeSats relies upon attitude changes and the reso-
lution of onboard attitude determination resources. Acceptable
attitude determination is of central importance for system char-
acterisation through in-orbit attitude manoeuvres such as de-
tumbling, target pointing (Sun, Nadir, etc.), and controlled spin
[13, 31, 34]. Ongoing efforts of space industry and private re-
search are directed towards the development and adaptation of
suitable sensing technologies to the reduced space and power
resources of CubeSats.

A survey of available attitude determination approaches in
CubeSats from randomly selected historical nanosatellite mis-
sions is shown Fig. 2. For the sake of homogeneity, the selected
nanosatellites are approximated to standard CubeSat form fac-
tors (when necessary) and sensors with similar characteristics
are grouped into eight representative classifications. Fine and
coarse sensors measuring the Sun vector (2-axis) may include

specialised or Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) elements.
Some missions like the surveyed Colony-1 and GeneSat-1, use
solar panels power input for coarse solar vector estimations.
The second group includes missions using the stars as reference
frame (2-axis). This group encompasses high-end missions like
the RAVAN, MinXSS, Aalto-1, STARE, AeroCube 7-OCSD,
CADRE, and SENSE. The third group uses the Earth shape
as reference (2-axis) mostly in the form of horizon sensors (in
configurations of COTS IR pyroelectric sensors). This group
include missions like the DICE, Drag-free CubeSat, GOMX-3,
AeroCube-3, AeroCube-4, CUTE-1.7+APD-2, and AeroCube
7-OCSD. The Earth’s magnetic field is amply used for 3-axis at-
titude determination in all nanosatellite size factors as shown in
the fourth group in Fig. 2. In this case, magnetometers mostly in
the form of COTS elements, provide local magnetic field mea-
surements that are compared to onboard reference Earth mag-
netic field models, e.g. the International Geomagnetic Refer-
ence Field (IGRF) or the World Magnetic Model (WMM), to
estimate spacecraft attitude. Although the space environment
produces fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetic field, which in-
crease with altitude, available models capture most of its char-
acteristics in low LEO enabling reliable coarse estimations.
CubeSats have greatly benefitted from the development, op-
timisation, and miniaturisation of Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) receivers from the electronics consumer mar-
ket. COTS GNSS receivers assists enhanced attitude estima-
tions by providing superior spatial identification to complement
star map and Earth magnetic models. Although in some cases
location continues to be estimated by onboard orbit propaga-
tions, the use of GNSS receivers is gradually implemented in all
CubeSat form factors. In a similar way to GNSS technologies,
MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) are in constant im-
provement to meet the electronics consumer market demand.
The basic Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) in standard Cube-
Sats is composed of COTS MEMS accelerometers and gyro-
scopes providing a simple and low-cost solution for attitude
variation identification. However, intrinsic fluctuations within
the fundamental device operation gradually add measurement
errors, namely bias or drift instability, which need correction.
Eventual device calibration, i.e. zeroing, is normally enough to
mitigate this fact. In spite of this, MEMS gyroscopes provide
the current best short-term reference for 3-axis attitude determi-
nation in CubeSats. In practice each group shown in Fig. 2 may
contribute to form an integral estimation of spacecraft attitude.
Raw data from a variety of different sensors can be combined,
e.g. using Kalman filtering, to furnish improved attitude esti-
mations.

For CubeSat missions, it is therefore highly desirable to
devise methods capable of drawing upon simple sensing re-
sources to support effective thruster characterisation. The pur-
pose of this investigation is to provide an alternative and ef-
fective method to resolve low thrust levels with COTS sen-
sors for in-orbit low thrust characterisation in standard CubeSat
configurations. Although this investigation encompasses 1.5U
and 3U CubeSat form factors, the proposed methodology can
be applied to other nearly symmetric geometries wherein ap-
pendages do not represent an important source of short term
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Figure 2: Resources for attitude determination in CubeSats. Data from a ran-
dom sample of CubeSats missions. The surveyed number of each size factor is
reported in parentheses.

attitude changes as discussed below.
Section 2 presents the general assumptions and mathematical

description of the proposed methodology. Finally, Section 3
presents computer-simulated thrust characterisation examples
aiming the comparison of the proposed method to a standard
one for the evaluation of relative performance.

2. The proposed method

Acknowledging the predominant CubeSat size factors pre-
sented in Fig. 1, this investigation focuses on standard 1.5U and
3U CubeSats and thrust values ranging from 50nN to 10µN.
This range encompasses high performance propulsion systems
with the lowest thrust levels reported in Fig. 1, and typifies a
range difficult to characterise with standard attitude determi-
nation systems in CubeSats. The CubeSat geometries in this
investigation are assumed as standard with near-symmetry in
two-axis, namely axisymmetric, and the effect of appendages
over the attitude evolution during the thrust characterisation
considered negligible. Centroid and moment of inertia tensor
variations are also assumed negligible. In this way, the Cube-
Sat models employed in this investigation are rectangular par-
allelepipeds with the z body axis parallel to the principal mo-
ment of inertia Iz (minor axis of inertia), and the values of Ix
and Iy nearly equivalent as shown in Fig. 3. These assumptions
are in close compliance with reported CubeSat configurations
[13, 27, 41] and principal moments of inertia values in actual
missions [3, 32, 40]. Additionally, this investigation is based
on the common practice of performing in-orbit thruster char-
acterisation via attitude changes [13, 27, 29]. To this end, a
four-element thruster set-up configuration is used in the simu-
lations due to the versatile and convenient possible spectrum of
manoeuvres.

2.1. System dynamics key concepts

In order to provide a qualitative description of the method the
following general concepts are considered. The angular mo-
mentum, LLL, of a rigid body in torque-free motion remains fixed

Figure 3: Reference CubeSats, body axes, and thruster patch units definition.
The selected generic multi-thruster configuration for this investigation, provides
rich manoeuvring possibilities. An instance of this is found in the ongoing
BRICSat-P mission [13].

in inertial space and its magnitude does not vary with time. Two
constants of the motion about the origin are then, the angular
momentum and the kinetic energy, K. These constants are com-
puted with the dyadic product in Eq. (1), and the dot product in
Eq. (2) respectively, wherein ωωω is the angular velocity vector in
body axes and III is the inertia tensor.

LLL = IIIωωω (1)

K =
ωωω ·LLL

2
(2)

Let nnn be a unit normal vector parallel to ωωω , so that ωωω = ωnnn.
The moment of inertia about the axis of rotation nnn in principal
axes (diagonal inertia tensor) is defined by

III = nnn ·IIInnn (3)

Here, the Poinsot’s construction provides a useful geometri-
cal description of the rigid body motion by allowing the visual-
isation of ωωω in terms of the constants of the motion. Consider
the convenient vector description given by Eq. (4) [20] for the
Poinsot’s construction in which the direction of ρρρ is defined by
ωωω and its magnitude by the relative inertial properties of the
body.

ρρρ =
nnn√

I
=

ωωω√
2K

(4)

Assuming the definition in Eq. (5) leads to a function that
has the form of a triaxial ellipsoid in cartesian ρρρ coordinates
for constant values of f . It is of interest for the intended expla-
nation, the particular case wherein f (ρ) = 1, known as inertial
ellipsoid.

f (ρ) = ρρρ ·IIIρρρ = Ixρ
2
x + Iyρ

2
y + Izρ

2
z (5)

The gradient of function Eq. (5), furnishes information about
the normal vectors of the inertial ellipsoid surface.

∇ρ f = 2III ·ρρρ =

√
2
K

LLL (6)

3



A relevant aspect of the motion arises from Eq. (6) that the
surface normals of the inertial ellipsoid are parallel to the con-
stant vector LLL. Furthermore, by considering the projection, h,
of the time dependent ρρρ on LLL in Eq. (7) it becomes evident that
h remains constant as it is defined solely by constants of the
motion.

h =
ρρρ ·LLL

L
=

√
2K
L

(7)

By joining and applying the aforementioned inferences to a
tumbling regular prolate cuboid (Ix ≈ Iy > Iz) it is possible to
illustrate the state of ωωω as shown in Fig. 4. The construction
of the illustration in inertial space can be realised by first defin-
ing the invariant LLL. The vector LLL starts at the cuboid’s centre
of mass, and has been chosen pointing downwards in Fig. 4 for
illustrative purposes. Following with the construction of other
geometry elements around this vector, we know from Eq. (7)
that there exists a fixed distance h from the centre of mass to
the projection of ρρρ on LLL at any time. Furthermore, Eq. (6) es-
tablishes that the inertial ellipsoid has to have its instantaneous
surface normal, parallel to LLL for any ρρρ . These two conditions
are fulfilled by a plane at a fixed distance h from the centre of
mass of the body, named the invariable plane, over which the
inertial ellipsoid rotates to preserve the constant relationship of
LLL and ρρρ for any time. In this way, the instantaneous contact
point between the inertial ellipsoid and the invariable plane in
intermediate axis spinners trace out two circles, the polhode and
herpolhode respectively. Finally, note that with respect to the
body axes, ρρρ sweeps out a cone, referred to as the body cone.
Likewise, the swept out cone in inertial space is called the space
cone. Both idealised cones are always in contact, rolling one
over the other through the contact line defined by ρρρ .

Figure 4: Poinsot’s construction. The 3U CubeSat geometry has been included
for illustrative purposes to emphasise the precession of ρρρ in body axes for a
intermediate axis spinner. The herpolhode sweep-out frequency outlines the
proposed methodology for in-orbit low thrust characterisation in CubeSats.

For the purpose of this investigation, the interpretation of
Fig. 4 in body axes, wherein ρρρ has prograde precession around
ωz in an intermediate axis spinner is of relevance. Bearing in

mind that ρρρ and ωωω are collinear, this investigation employs the
pre and post manoeuvre body cones of ωωω to draw information
about the thrust magnitude. The two cones can be idealised
as two concentric nested cones with their apices located at the
CubeSat’s centre of mass and having different heights. In this
particular case, concentricity in the body cones implies that the
values of ωx and ωy remain constant during the test manoeu-
vre that aims change in ωz, which in turn modifies the inertial
ellipsoid size. A distinctive open spiral cone, not used in the
following descriptions, transitions from the pre to the post ma-
noeuvre body cones. The conventional way to assess thrust ac-
tion using body angular velocities is by observing the rate of
change in body cone height, or put in another way, by assessing
the rate of change in ωz during the thrust manoeuvre. Provided
that the thrust magnitude and sensing resources allow it, this
method gives a simple and reliable method to evaluate thrust.
Conversely, this investigation proposes the use of sweep-out
frequency change of the the herpolhode, identifiable from ωx or
ωy, to draw information about the thrust magnitude. In princi-
ple, if the height difference of the body cones (or rate of change)
is difficult to resolve, e.g. noisy signal and weak angular rates,
it is still possible to identify changes in their characteristic and
definable transversal (xy plane) sweep-out frequencies. Note
that there exists redundancy in the data source of the sweep-
out frequency1 conferring additional flexibility to the proposed
method.

Another important aspect to consider in the proposed method
is that the cone angles of aperture are dictated by the values of
III and the magnitude of the transversal component of ωωω , hence-
forth referred to as ωt . Two relevant cases are formed when the
inertial ellipsoid becomes a sphere for Ix ≈ Iy ≈ Iz, and when
ωt = 0. In both cases ρρρ and LLL become collinear implying the
disappearance of the space cone. The first case nullifies the
sweep-out frequency of interest by establishing constant values
of ωx or ωy. Further discussion on the matter is presented in
Section 2.2. At this point it is worth mentioning that the par-
allelism between ρρρ and LLL implies stable rotation under kinetic
energy dissipative processes. However only unstable rotation in
a prolate body (intermediate axis spinner) is of interest for this
investigation as the analysis is based on the body cone sweep-
out frequency.

The effects of spacecraft mass variations and unstable rota-
tion under energy dissipative phenomena, e.g. flexible elements
such as antennae, become important over attitude evolution nor-
mally after long periods of time in comparison to the average
thrust test. These topics are addressed in subsections 2.3 and
2.4 after the derivation of the pertinent analytical solutions of
the rigid body motion in subsection 2.2.

2.2. Analytic Solutions

In order to develop the analytical framework of this investi-
gation, consider Euler’s equations of motion of a rotating rigid
body with principal axes at the centre of mass. Perturbing

1Both ωx and ωy equally define the sweep-out herpolhode frequency.
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torques acting on the body motion are represented by the vector
MMM.

Mx = Ixω̇x +(Iz− Iy)ωyωz (8)
My = Iyω̇y +(Ix− Iz)ωzωx (9)
Mz = Izω̇z +(Iy− Ix)ωxωy (10)

These equations are a set of coupled nonlinear equations de-
scribing the temporal evolution of the angular velocity in body
axes. Their general solution requires numeric integration, but in
specific cases it is possible to obtain analytical solutions. One
such case is for an axisymmetric body. Assuming that Ix is
nearly equivalent to Iy, Eq. (10) is simplified to Eq. (11) prompt-
ing decoupling and the solution of the system of equations.

ωz =
Mz

Iz
t +ωz0 (11)

The simplest solution, excluding the trivial one, is found
when the values of Mx or My, and Mz are negligible. This case
describes a slender rigid body in forced rotation about its min-
imum axis of inertia. However, for the purpose of this investi-
gation Mz 6= 0, i.e. in the characterising manoeuvre the thrust
modifies Mz. Under this scenario, finding analytical solutions
requires a far more complex approach. This investigation uses
the methodology proposed in the work of Tsiotras and Longuski
[46] to find a suitable solution for the problem at hand.

Eq. (12) presents the differential equation in complex nota-
tion for the transversal angular velocities. The variables in this
equation are defined by Eqs. (13) to (18) with A≡ ωz.

F = Ω̇̇Ω̇Ω+ iDAΩΩΩ (12)

ΩΩΩ≡ ω1
√

C2 + iω2
√

C1 (13)

F ≡ Mx

Ix

Iz

Mz

√
C2 + i

My

Iy

Iz

Mz

√
C1 (14)

C1 ≡
Iz− Iy

Ix
(15)

C2 ≡
Iz− Ix

Iy
(16)

C ≡
√

C1C2 (17)

D≡C
Iz

Mz
(18)

The integral of Eq. (12) with respect to A and solved for
ΩΩΩ represents the solution for the transversal angular velocities
given by Eq. (19)

ΩΩΩ =ΩΩΩ0ei D
2 (A2−A2

0) +Fei DA2
2

∫ A

A0

e−i Du2
2 du (19)

By neglecting Mx, My, and substituting ΩΩΩ0 = ωx0

√
C2 +

iωy0

√
C1, A0 ≡ωz0 , and Ix and Iy with It for simplification pur-

poses, yields Eq. (20)

ΩΩΩ =
(
ωx0 + iωy0

)
ei

(It−Iz)(Mzt2+2Izωz0 t)
2IzIt (20)

Or equivalently in trigonometric form

ΩΩΩ =
(
ωx0 + iωy0

)
(coswt + isinwt) (21)

in which the angular frequency, w, is given by Eq. (22). Notice
the explicit dependence of this spinning axisymmetric forced
frequency on time in a characteristic linear chirp signal.

w =
(It − Iz)

(
Mzt +2Izωz0

)
2IzIt

(22)

The real and imaginary components in Eq. (21) constitute the
transversal angular velocities ωx and ωy respectively

ωx =
ℜ(ΩΩΩ)√

C2
(23)

ωy =
ℑ(ΩΩΩ)√

C1
(24)

Finally, the rigid body angular velocities for Mx = My = 0, and
Mz 6= 0 are

ωx = ωx0 coswt +ωy0 sinwt (25)
ωy = ωy0 coswt−ωx0 sinwt (26)

ωz =
Mz

Iz
t +ωz0 (27)

Furthermore, the free spin condition is fulfilled for Mz = 0. In
this case Eq. (25) to Eq. (27) are simplified to

ωx = ωx0 coswnt +ωy0 sinwnt (28)
ωy = ωy0 coswnt−ωx0 sinwnt (29)
ωz = ωz0 (30)

with the spinning axisymmetric natural frequency defined by

wn = ωz0

(
1− Iz

It

)
(31)

As a final remark in this subsection note that the projection
of ωωω on the xy plane in body axes draw circles representing the
herpolhode for both the free and forced spin conditions. In ad-
dition, it has been discussed in subsection 2 that for Ix ≈ Iy ≈ Iz
in torque-free motion, the body angular velocities are constant.
This argument is now validated by Eq. (31) by providing a null
transversal natural frequency for full symmetry conditions.

2.3. Induced error due to temporal mass variation
Temporal changes in mass quantity and distribution, e.g.

propellant consumption, can be incorporated in the proposed
method. However, it is convenient to recall that this investi-
gation assumes It ≡ Ix ≈ Iy. If important variation within the
transversal component exists or is expected to occur implying
necessary asymmetry, then bespoke analytical solutions may be
still available [46], enabling thrust estimation with the proposed
method. Fig. 5 presents the percent relative error of Eq. (22) to
variations in It and Iz for standard 1.5U and 3U CubeSats, and
the empirical value w = 0.01rads−1 (distinctive for 10min of
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micro-thrust in a 1.5U CubeSat). The exhaust mass flow rate is
computed with ṁe = Mz/dmIspg0 [11, pp. 557], being dm the ef-
fective moment arm reasonably equivalent to one fourth of the
CubeSat face width accommodating a symmetric thruster array,
namely 2.5cm, and g0, the standard surface gravity. The value
of χ is the product of Isp and dm. The value of Isp according
to Fig. 1, is typically higher than 1000s for propulsion systems
natively below µN yielding χ > 25. Under these assumptions,
the induced error due to neglecting temporal mass variations is
lower than ten thousandths percent.
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Figure 5: Log-lin plot of the percent relative error of the method due to transver-
sal, It(t), and longitudinal, Iz(t), moment of inertia variations. The figure ac-
counts for the propellant mass consumption led by Isp through χ , the product
of Isp and the moment arm, in standard CubeSat form factors.

2.4. Rotation stability and energy dissipation
Stable rotation in a simple axisymmetric spinner occurs

around two preferred orthogonal axes satisfying parallelism be-
tween ρρρ and LLL as discussed before. Under non-conservative
circumstances, an intermediate axis spinner, as in Fig. 4, would
nutate until it spins about the major axis of inertia and minimum
energy state. An explanation can be formulated by considering
the constants of the motion and the moment of inertia as seen
by ωωω . Given the attitude rotation energy by K = 1/2Iω2 and the
angular momentum magnitude by L = Iω , a torque-free spinner
is then governed by I = L2/2K. Energy loss mechanisms lower
the value of K giving rise to an increment in I. In this way
the spinner would gradually move to stable rotation about the
maximum moment of inertia (flat spin).

The source of predominant energy dissipation varies signif-
icantly amongst satellite designs. However, rotational power
loss K̇ is commonly related to hysteretic damping, for instance
in flexible elements such as antennae booms being periodically
bent by the action of the gravity-gradient field or in propellant
slosh. The interaction of the Earth’s magnetic field with metal-
lic structural elements, i.e. eddy-current damping, is apparently
a highly relevant factor in rotational energy dissipation in Cube-
Sats [26, 36]. As a dimensioning example on this point, con-
sider that for an aluminium−70752 outer shell in a 3U Cube-

2Material in compliance with the CubeSat Design Specification [8], Cube-
Sat configuration assumed in this investigation, ωz = 10 ◦/s, magnetic field act-
ing parallel to the transversal plane and magnitude equivalent to the average at
100km Earth altitude, and formulae from Barranger [4].

Sat immersed in a fluctuating magnetic field with flux density
of 30µT, the magnitude of eddy-current power loss is approx-
imately 27 orders of magnitude lower than the input rotational
power due to 1µN thrust.

dω2
t

dt
= 2

Iz

It

K̇
Iz− It

(32)

Eq. (32) [11, pp. 489] describes the temporal evolution of
ωt due to energy dissipation in a prolate spinner. Although the
sensitivity in ωt due to energy dissipation is higher as It → Iz,
as shown in the plot of Eq. (32) in Fig. 6, it is safe to neglect
its effects during the time span for the proposed thrust charac-
terisation method without any loss of generality. Nonetheless,
the proposed method may not be applicable to CubeSats with
abnormal sources of attitude uncertainty like passive magnetic
attitude control systems.
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Figure 6: Effect of dissipative processes over the transversal angular velocities
evolution in standard CubeSats. Values different from zero in dω

2
t /dt amount to

instability in a prolate spinner. The value of K̇ is negative in power loss. 3U
CubeSats are less prone to ωt variation due to rotational power loss.

3. Application example

In order to estimate the desired thrust value, from the quotient
of Mz and the moment arm, it is necessary to solve Eq. (22) for
Mz. Eq. (33) describes the temporal evolution of Mz as a func-
tion of the spinning forced frequency w and the initial angular
velocity ωz0 during the manoeuvre.

Mz =
It Iz

(It − Iz) t
w−

Izωz0

t
(33)

Typically spin-despin manoeuvres are used to estimate thrust
levels through Mz by assessing the imposed angular accelera-
tion in one axis, e.g. assuming Ix ≈ Iy then simply Mz = Izω̇z.
On the other hand, estimations using Eq. (33) are dependent
upon ωz and w. By considering actual electronic angular rate
sensors, both methods are affected by inherent signal noise and
satisfactory definition of the magnitude of ω . Moreover, thrust
estimations from noisy signals using Eq. (33) can be poorer
than those from the typical method (from ω̇z) due to the ad-
ditional dependence on w. The convenience of using Eq. (33)
is evident when the analysis is centred in the pre/post manoeu-
vre transversal angular velocity responses, because transversal
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spinning axisymmetric natural frequencies can be determined
with greater efficacy than magnitudes in signals difficult to re-
solve. In order to eliminate the dependency of Eq. (33) on
ωz0 , we can use Eq. (22) to obtain the difference of the pre/-
post transversal natural frequencies, ∆w, yielding the alterna-
tive Eq. (34).

Mz =
It Iz

It − Iz

∆w
t

(34)

In this way, the proposed method provides a suitable ap-
proach using standard attitude sensor resources in CubeSats
for the characterisation of weak thrust levels otherwise strongly
linked to sensor noise.

Simulated digital MEMS Gyro signals in three-axis are used
in the following example. Basically, the sensor model com-
prises a second order transfer function with band-limited white
noise wherein the noise power is defined by the Rate Noise
Density reported in Table 1. The simulation parameters aim to
describe a distinctive low Earth orbit insertion opportunity for
the typical CubeSat mission. The propagations use perturbation
forces from gravitation, third-body, solar radiation pressure, at-
mospheric drag, and gravity gradient, acting on 3D models of
the 1.5U and 3U CubeSats. Additionally, the cartesian coordi-
nate axes coincide with the mutually orthogonal principal axes
of rotation (principal moments of inertia), as assumed along this
investigation.

In actual circumstances the proposed method for in-orbit
thrust characterisation might encompass two manoeuvres.
Fig. 7 and Video 1 (online version only) present the sequence
of key events during the proposed thrust characterisation. A
preliminary manoeuvre, referred to as Manoeuvre 1 in the fig-
ure, would bring the periodic transversal component of the an-
gular velocity vector into the range of the sensing capabilities
of the on-board attitude determination system resources in or-
der to determine the axisymmetric natural frequency during a
first coast period. As the torque level required for this first ma-
noeuvre depends on specific mission conditions and constraints,
such as signal noise level and initial body angular rates, this in-
vestigation focuses only on the second manoeuvre (Manoeuvre
2) aimed to characterise the thrust level. However, typical af-
ter deployment tumbling rates in CubeSats may range over a
few degrees per second providing an adequate baseline natural
frequency during the initial coasting period to dispense with a
first manoeuvre. In this example we use the arbitrary but rep-
resentative [22, 50] after deployment values of ωx0 = 1.1 ◦/s,
ωy0 = 1.3 ◦/s, and ωz0 = 1.6 ◦/s. These initial rate values in con-
junction with the sensor capabilities used in this example, allow
us to dispense with the first manoeuvre.

Of interest for the proposed method are the plots of ωx and
ωy describing the sweep-out cone in transversal components in
Fig. 7. Note from the analytical solutions derived in subsection
2.2 that these two functions share the angular frequency value,
this implies redundancy in the data source employed to deter-
mine the first and second coast natural frequencies required in
∆w, which in turn enables the use of Eq. (34). The existing re-
dundancy represents an advantage of the proposed method that

Table 1: Main simulation parameters
Variable Value Remarks

Keplerian orbital elements?
Geometric altitude 400 km
Eccentricity 0.0014 −
Inclination 51 ◦

Longitude of the ascending node 0 ◦

Argument of periapsis 0 ◦

True anomaly 270 ◦

CubeSats
Mass per U CubeSat 1.3 kg
It 0.0056−0.0372† kgm2

Iz 0.0039−0.0079† kgm2

ωx0 1.1 ◦/s

ωy0 1.3 ◦/s

ωz0 1.6 ◦/s

Total thruster area 95 cm2

Digital gyroscope readings ‡

Sensitivity 73.26 mdps/digit

Rate Noise Density (RND) 200 § mdps/
√

Hz

Miscellaneous
Date and Time for the simulation 2014/03/20 12 : 00 : 00 Near Vernal Equinox
Gravity Model GGM05G 10th Degree and Order
Thermospheric density model JB2008 −
Solar Irradiance Data SORCE −
Moment arm 0.02375 m
? Alluding an ISS CubeSat deployment
† For the 1.5U and 3U CubeSat respectively
‡ Compensated for gyroscopic bias drift
§ Four times higher than the typical value [1, 10]

becomes relevant in a real scenario wherein angular rate read-
ings for each axis may differ in quality even from the same
source rate sensor. Similarly to the discussion about the first
manoeuvre, the span of the coasting periods under analysis are
greatly dependant on specific mission constraints. For exam-
ple, test energy consumption or eclipse conditions may be de-
limiting factors of the allowed analysis interval. Nevertheless,
relatively short intervals would be sufficient for resolving well-
defined natural frequencies in CubeSats as observed in Fig. 7.

Six different values of thrust have been used for the charac-
terisation test simulation (second manoeuvre), namely 0.05µN,
0.1µN, 0.5µN, 1µN, 5µN, and 10µN. These values correspond
to the thrust delivered by each of the patch elements acting
during the characterisation manoeuvre, specifically 1 and 4 in
Fig. 3, adding spin about the z body axis. A standard thrust
characterisation based on ωz has been used as figure of merit
in the following descriptions. In all instances, the raw data has
been conditioned using a Savitzky-Golay digital filter3. Note
from Fig. 7 that the standard and proposed characterisation
methods differ solely in the source component of ωωω used in the
computations. In the standard characterisation, the thrust mag-
nitude is estimated directly from the temporal rate of change of
ωz, namely angular acceleration α , during the thrust campaign
as illustrated in Fig. 7. In order to compute α , a regression line
has been fitted in the least-squares sense to the ωz values4. On
the other hand, ωy has been picked to obtain ∆w from the coast-

3Savitzky-Golay FIR smoothing filter with polynomial order 1 and frame
length (sl) of 1001 samples. Smoothed values within the frame length are given
by ω̂̂ω̂ω = BBBωωω , with the smoothing filter matrix BBB = SSS

(
SSST SSS

)−1
SSST where SSSi, j =

ZZZ j−1
i such that (1− sl)/2≤ ZZZ ≤ (sl−1)/2 and sl is an odd number [37, pp. 427]

4If ωωωz and ttt are the analysed rate and time data vectors for respectively, then
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Figure 7: Example of angular velocities response. Plots a), b), and c) show noisy angular velocity signal outputs from the emulated digital gyro. Plot d) presents
the Wigner-Ville spectrogram of ωy evidencing a linear up-chirp signal along the manoeuvring time. Signal spectrum analysis is used in the example to identify
component frequencies in the data.

ing periods 1 and 2. To this end, a Fast Fourier Transform has
been used to identify the signal frequency of maximum energy
that is subsequently used as initial guess in a fitting procedure
aiming the refinement of the estimation. Finally, the provided
spectrogram of w in Fig. 7 illustrates the frequency evolution
of ωy. Despite the apparent similarity between the plot of ωz
and the spectrogram of w, it is convenient to bear in mind that
the first describes a magnitude whilst the latter describes the
sweep-out frequency of the body cone.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 present the simulation results for a 1.5U and
3U CubeSat respectively. The statistical analysis comprises 20
samples for each of the 6 thrust levels for a total of 120 sim-
ulation samples for each CubeSat. The error percentage has
been computed with respect to the nominal thrust value. Am-
plitude changes are highly susceptible to noise effects mostly
when these approximate. In that case, thrust estimations from
α are better represented from instantaneous changes during
the manoeuvre instead that from pre and post manoeuvre data.
Conversely, the intrinsic ease of identifying frequency changes
rather than amplitude ones in rate noisy signals, confers the pro-
posed method with the ability to utilise bigger portions of data.
In this way, the observed consistent improved relative perfor-
mance is clearly foreseen, considering that estimations from
∆w encompass four times the time span than those from α as

α = yyy2,1 =
[(

VVV TVVV−1)VVV T ]
ωωωT

z whereVVV is the Vandermonde matrix given in this

case by VVV i, j = ttt j−1
i [18, pp. 116].

Video 1: Supplementary to Fig. 7, the video shows the body angular veloc-
ity response to thrust action and the proposed thrust characterisation method
(online version only). The preview identifies the transversal natural frequency
difference, that is the established difference between the baseline herpolhode
sweep-out frequency during the Coast 1 and Coast 2 intervals.
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Figure 8: Log box-and-whisker plot of the error percentage with respect to
the actual thrust level. Using estimations from the angular acceleration in z
body axis, α , and from the difference in pre/post manoeuvre transversal natural
frequencies, ∆w, in a 1.5U CubeSat. Each box plot pair constitute a thrust test
instance.
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Figure 9: Log box-and-whisker plot of the error percentage with respect to
the actual thrust level. Using estimations from the angular acceleration in z
body axis, α , and from the difference in pre/post manoeuvre transversal natural
frequencies, ∆w, in a 3U CubeSat. Each box plot pair constitute a thrust test
instance.

shown in Fig. 7. This important feature of the proposed method
enables enhanced thrust estimations.

As a final remark in this section on the applicability of the
proposed method, note from plots a) or b) in Fig. 7 that the an-
gular sweep-out frequency has necessarily an upper limit before
the appearance of frequency ambiguity in noisy signals. That
limit is clearly defined by the quality of the signal under analy-
sis, e.g. sensor properties.

4. Conclusions

This investigation set out to evaluate an alternative method
to enhance in-orbit micro thrust characterisation using standard
attitude determination elements in CubeSats.

Simulation results presented in this investigation show that
it is possible to improve estimations of low thrust levels from
weak and noisy sensor signals by evaluating the angular fre-
quency of the transversal component of the angular velocity
vector in intermediate axis spinners, over estimations from an-
gular acceleration. Additionally, the proposed method adds ver-
satility to the thrust analysis process by allowing selectable an-
gular velocity transversal component.

This work contributes to existing knowledge of in-orbit thrust
characterisation by providing a simple, accessible, robust and
reliable method particularly valuable to CubeSat missions using
simple COTS attitude determination components.

Although the proposed analysis is based on angular fre-
quency changes rather than angular speeds, further research
should focus on determining the effect, if any, of gyroscope
bias drift on the performance of the method.
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